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Abstract— Cross-domain shoe image retrieval is a challenging
problem, because the query photo from the street domain (daily
life scenario) and the reference photo in the online domain (online
shop images) have significant visual differences due to the
viewpoint and scale variation, self-occlusion, and cluttered background. This paper proposes the semantic hierarchy of attribute
convolutional neural network (SHOE-CNN) with a three-level
feature representation for discriminative shoe feature expression
and efficient retrieval. The SHOE-CNN with its newly designed
loss function systematically merges semantic attributes of closer
visual appearances to prevent shoe images with the obvious
visual differences being confused with each other; the features
extracted from image, region, and part levels effectively match
the shoe images across different domains. We collect a largescale shoe data set composed of 14341 street domain and
12652 corresponding online domain images with fine-grained
attributes to train our network and evaluate our system. The
top-20 retrieval accuracy improves significantly over the solution
with the pre-trained CNN features.
Index Terms— Semantic hierarchy, cross-domain, instance
retrieval, convolutional neural network.

I. I NTRODUCTION

O

NLINE shopping grows explosively in recent years. It is
reported that more than 100 million Americans purchase
online every year and overall income from e-commerce market
grows substantially, up to about $350 billion [1]. Fashion
products purchase contributes a comparatively high percentage
for online shopping; particularly, the commerce on footwear is
experiencing an e-boom with revenues from online shoe sales
achieving $445.4 million [2] through year 2014-15. Leading
shoe manufacturers (such as Addidas, Nike, etc.) launch their
online shop and provide a variety of customized services, like
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Fig. 1. Example street domain and their counterpart online domain shoe
images. The street domain photos may have human feet, different poses
and viewpoints of shoes, scale variation as well as illumination variation.
In contrast, pictures from online shops are captured in fixed viewpoints, ideal
illumination conditions with clean background.

3D viewing of shoes, suggesting the right shoe size according
to the customers’ owned shoes, and recommending the shoes
according to your browsing and purchase records. In daily
life, such scenarios happen frequently: The shopper may come
across his/her favorite shoes in a shop window or notice them
worn on others’ feet. When the shopper wants to find exactly
the same pair from online shoe shops, it is always difficult to
describe the target shoes precisely using the text-based search
engine. Therefore, visual search for exactly the same shoes
from online shops given daily photos, i.e., instance retrieval,
is always desired. This problem is called cross-domain shoe
retrieval: The query and reference images are from different
domains. We name the shoe photos captured in the daily
life scenario street domain, and the photos from online
shop pictures online domain. Different from the retrieval
for other fashion items like clothes, the cross-domain shoe
retrieval has its unique challenges from viewpoint variation,
self-occlusion, scale variation, and cluttered background,
as illustrated in Fig. 1.
The cross-domain shoe retrieval can also be considered
as a more challenging type of fine-grained image search
problem [3]. Given a query image (e.g., bird), the fine-grained
image search aims to find the images belonging to the same
subcategory object class as the query, while our cross-domain
shoe retrieval is to search the items in a finer manner to return
the exact same shoes rather than the same category or style of
shoes as the query.
An effective feature descriptor tailored for the object of
interest is the key to instance retrieval. Conventional systems focus on comprehensive image representation, and they
adopt classic features using global descriptors like GIST [4],
color features [5] and local descriptors such as SIFT [6],
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LBP [7], etc. However, these general image descriptors usually perform poor on objects with large viewpoint variation.
Besides viewpoint, the visual discrepancy from street and
online domain shoe images caused by self-occlusion, scale
variation, and cluttered background could make the feature
distance of images depicting the same shoe from different
domains even larger than those of different shoes. Existing
image-based instance retrieval systems like [8], [9] achieve
excellent performances on objects like buildings and logos
(mostly planar objects with distinct features), but they cannot
be directly applied to shoes partly due to these cross-domain
challenges. This motivates us to develop effective feature
representations for minimizing the distances of the same shoe
in different domains, while maximizing the distances for
different shoes.
In fine-grained image search [3] or classification [10], [11],
the main challenge lies in how to differentiate the subtle
differences (i.e., color of the wing) between subcategories.
Examples include identifying different types of birds, species
of flowers or breeds of dogs. Due to the descriptive capability of the semantic attribute at capturing the subtle local
part differences for fine-grained images, we also incorporate
the prediction of the semantic attribute into our retrieval
framework. Our goal is to design an appropriate attribute
prediction strategy for a more robust and discriminative shoe
feature representation for retrieval. Semantic part-aware shoe
attributes, i.e., the attributes of key parts of shoes such as
toe and heel, encode more discriminative information. However, correct prediction of semantic attributes for shoes is
not an easy task, especially in the cross-domain scenario,
because semantically close attributes might have extremely
similar visual appearance. To make this problem trackable,
our key idea is to consider the hierarchy of semantic shoe
attributes and focus on the most discriminative attributes by
merging attributes with closer visual appearance as subordinate attribute. The correct prediction of subordinate attribute
is always given higher priority to ensure that shoes with
obviously different visual appearances are never confused with
each other. We show such an example for “toe” and “heel” in
the Fig. 2. Despite a focus on shoes in this paper, it is natural
to generalize the concept of the subordinate attribute to other
objects with multi-class attribute annotations such as clothes.
We then integrate the Semantic Hierarchy Of attributE and
subordinate attribute prediction into the deep Convolutional
Neural Network (SHOE-CNN) for discriminative shoe feature
learning. A new loss function is defined to penalize the
misclassification between different subordinate attributes by
adding an extra regularization term in addition to the typical
softmax-loss term.
An overview of our cross-domain shoe retrieval system is
illustrated in Fig. 3. Given a query shoe image captured in the
daily environment (street domain), we first represent it using
features extracted from three levels: the whole image (level 1,
orange lines and blocks in Fig. 3), the top-3 scored region
proposals produced by our proposed region proposal selection
approach (level 2, green lines and blocks in Fig. 3), and
shoe image patches detected by DPM (level 3, blue lines and
blocks in Fig. 3). Then all three-level features are fed forward

Fig. 2. The hierarchical structure of semantic shoe attributes (in black box)
and subordinate attributes (SA, in red box) for toes and heels. By grouping
“Square Toe”, “Round Toe”, and “Pointy Toe” as “Closed Toe” (SA1) and
“Peep Toe” as “Open Toe” (SA2), the semantic attribute prediction will hardly
confuse shoes with visually dissimilar toes. The appearances of the attributes
are illustrated in (a). The same applies to heels, as shown in (b).

to SHOE-CNN module, and we use the last convolutional
layer (Conv5) and the first fully-connected layer (FC1) from
the SHOE-CNN as a three-level visual representation. The
final feature vector concatenates these three parts as a comprehensive representation for shoe images. The reference images
in the dataset (online domain) follow the similar procedures
except that the top-3 scored region proposals are replaced by
the whole image, due to their white background. The distances
of feature vectors between the query and reference images are
compared by the OASIS algorithm. Finally, reference images
with large visual and semantic similarities are returned as the
retrieval results.
To further deal with the cross-domain challenges from
scale variation and cluttered background, we propose a threelevel feature representation for shoes as three different scales
of input to SHOE-CNN: the first (coarsest) level is the
whole image, the second level is the top-3 candidates from
a newly proposed region proposal selection algorithm, and the
third (finest) level is the detected shoe parts by Deformable
Part Model (DPM) [12]. Features activated from the threelevels of SHOE-CNN are integrated to encode both global
structures and local patch details, which capture the appearances of shoe images in a coarse-to-fine manner.
Finally, similarity metric learning algorithm using triplet
ranking objective is applied to handle with the visual differences of the same shoe between the query image and reference
images from different domains.
The major contributions of our work are threefold:
• We investigate the semantic hierarchy of attributes and
propose the subordinate attribute to ensure that the
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The overview of our proposed cross-domain exact shoe retrieval system (best viewed in color).

dominant visual dissimilarity on shoe images is more
reliably retained and design a novel loss function
for SHOE-CNN to benefit the effective feature learning. To the best of our knowledge, we are the
first to explore the intrinsic hierarchical properties of
semantic attributes of shoes for cross-domain instance
retrieval.
We develop a three-level feature representation to effectively extract the multi-scale information from shoe
images and combine them with the multi-layer features of
SHOE-CNN to conquer the unique challenges of crossdomain shoe retrieval.
A large-scale shoe dataset, composed of 14341 street
domain and 12652 corresponding online domain images
with fine-grained attributes, is collected to verify the
effectiveness of our shoe retrieval system.
II. R ELATED W ORKS

In this section, we briefly introduce the related works,
including instance retrieval, attribute-based representation in
image retrieval, and image retrieval for fashion items, in particular for shoes.
A. Instance Retrieval
Given a query image depicting a particular object, instance
retrieval aims at finding the images containing exactly the
same object in the reference database. Recent works on
instance search approaches focus on either designing a robust
image representation (feature-based) or developing the metric
learning technique to evaluate the similarity between the query
and reference images (metric learning based).
The state-of-the-art feature-based methods represent the
images by bags of local features [6] followed by feature
encoding approaches such as VLAD or Fisher Vector [13]
that forms a more compact feature representation. However,

it loses the robustness for 3D objects like shoes due to
the large viewpoint variation. In recent years, CNNs have
greatly improve the state-of-the-art performance in various
computer vision tasks such as image classification [14], image
segmentation [15], [16], object detection [17], etc. CNN-based
features also show their excellence in instance retrieval.
In [18], neural codes, a high-level descriptor invoked from
the upper-layer of CNN network, show advanced performance.
Razavian et al. [19] suggested that features activated from the
intermediate layers (convolutional layers) together with Spatial
Pyramid Pooling (SPP) [20] can be used to better preserve
the spatial information. Moreover, combining both features
extracted from the fully-connected and last convolutional
layers could further enhance the retrieval performance [21].
The multi-scale CNN features are also beneficial for image
representation. Gong et al. [22] combined activations extracted
from local image windows at multiple scale levels and
achieved excellent results in scene retrieval. Yao et al. [23]
developed a multi-level feature description to capture the
coarse-to-fine visual characteristics of the fine-grained object
categories.
A variety of similarity learning approaches have been
proposed to facilitate the design of an effective instance
retrieval system. The triplet-based learning approach [24]–[27]
is widely used for image similarity metric modeling, with
one image denoted as the anchor, a positive image similar
with the anchor and a dissimilar image with the anchor.
Chechik et al. [25] developed an Online Algorithm for Scalable Image Similarity Learning (OASIS) to learn a bilinear
image similarity metric over LBP and color histograms using
triplet based data. Wu et al. [28] leveraged the deep learning
network to learn a ranking model with the hand-crafted
features as input. Wang et al. [26] proposed a novel multiscale CNN network structure to learn a deep ranking model
for measuring the image similarities directly from the pixels.
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Although the CNN-based ranking model has achieved promising results, it requires a large amount of training data and the
final ranking accuracy highly depends on how the triplets are
sampled. Choosing the triplets inappropriately might lead to
the slow convergence speed and local minima [29]. In this
paper, we leverage OASIS algorithm to learn the shoe similarity metric on top of features activated from our proposed
SHOE-CNN network. Our system focuses more on designing
effective features for representing shoes. We adopt the multiscale information of shoes by depicting a three-level feature
representation.
B. Attribute-Based Representation
Due to the descriptive capability of the attribute-based representation to cross the boundary of different object categories,
it has been widely used to solve a variety of object recognition
and classification problems [30]–[34]. The task of the finegrained classification greatly benefits from the introduction of
the fine-grained attribute into the local part, which captures
the subtle visual differences between different subcategories
of a basic category (e.g., bird [32], flower [33], aircraft [34]).
Vedaldi et al. [34] investigated the influence of part detection
and semantic attributes on understanding the fine-grained
aircraft in detail. Berg and Belhumeur [32] proposed Partbased One-vs-One Features (POOFs) which extracted local
features from the semantic parts of the objects for fine-grained
classification and attribute estimation. Semantic attributes were
also demonstrated to be effective in the fine-grained image
retrieval problem. Li et al. [35] integrated the part-aware
shoe attributes for fine-grained sketched-based image retrieval.
The performance of the clothing retrieval also benefited from
the incorporation of clothing attributes and aligned human
parts [36].
Recent works incorporated attribute classification in the
CNN learning process for both achieving a better attribute
prediction accuracy and generating a more discriminative
feature. Zhang et al. [37] developed a tree-structured poseletspecific CNN for human attribute prediction and further
proposed an effective pose-normalization representation with
features extracted from the poselet-specific CNN. However,
their proposed CNN was used to predict the binary attributes.
Huang et al. [38] integrated tree-structured CNN with
fine-grained clothing attribute labels in learning effective
clothing features for retrieval. However, they merely utilized
the attribute prediction as a regularizer for clothing retrieval,
the inherent correlation of the multi-class attribute is not taken
into account.
There are also existing works investigating the coherence
of the attributes to further improve the attribute prediction
accuracy. Chen et al. [39] captured the mutual dependencies
between the clothes attributes with the Conditional Random
Field (CRF) model. Wang and Mori [40] proposed to use a
tree-structured graph to model the relationship among various
attributes. However, to the best of our knowledge, the inherent
properties of the multi-class attribute have not been explored
for the semantic attributes of shoes. We further organize
semantic attributes in a hierarchical manner as subordinate

attributes in the CNN attribute classification framework for
a more discriminative representation.
C. Image Retrieval for Fashion Items
Existing works on fashion items mainly target on clothing, like clothes parsing [41], [42], clothing retrieval [36],
[43], [44], branded handbag recognition [45], etc. There exists
several works addressing the domain-gap in the clothing
retrieval problem. Liu et al. [44] developed a multi-task CNN
that jointly predicted the attribute and landmark location.
The features activated from the learnt CNN were used to
perform the clothing retrieval. Chen et al. [46] developed a
deep domain adaption network to model the clothing features
extracted from the different domains simultaneously keeping
the consistency of matched pairs between different domains.
Zhou et al. [43] proposed a hybrid topic model to bridge the
gap between semantic text descriptions and extracted low-level
features. In contrast, the studies on image-based shoe retrieval
is still at infancy stage. Kovashka et al. [47] developed a
shoe recommendation system utilizing relative attribute based
pairwise comparison. Huang et al. [48] proposed a similar shoe
retrieval framework by integrating attributes in both the part
detection and shoe retrieval step, with the help from manual
attribute and part annotation. Kiapour et al. [49] focused on the
exact street-to-shop product retrieval by adopting a categoryindependent metric network to evaluate the similarity of image
pairs. The location of the query object is provided as a prior
knowledge. However, we propose a region proposal selection
approach to localize the shoes and the top-3 selected region
proposals are regarded as one level of the feature of our
system. We represent shoe features using a three-level structure
combined with semantic hierarchy of attribute-based CNN,
which facilitates us to learn the semantic-aware features for
cross-domain exactly the same shoe retrieval. We also focus
on the hierarchical properties of the semantic shoe attributes,
and propose the subordinate attribute to improve the prediction
based on these discriminative attributes.
III. O UR A PPROACH
In this section, we first present the proposed SHOE-CNN
which takes the hierarchical properties of multi-class attribute
into consideration and aims to reduce the prediction errors
between the attributes that are far away in appearances. Then,
based on the SHOE-CNN, we develop the three-level deep
shoe feature representation that captures the appearances of
shoes in the global aspects and local details.
A. SHOE-CNN: Semantic Hierarchy of attributE Based
Convolutional Neural Network
As illustrated in Fig. 2, treating different semantic attributes
equally loses the discriminative visual features for shoe parts.
We utilize the hierarchical structure of semantic attribute
grouping and propose a corresponding CNN with novel loss
function (SHOE-CNN) to address this issue.
1) Network Architecture: The network architecture is shown
in Fig. 4. Insipred by the work of Zhang et al. [37]
which designed attribute-sharing deep neural network for the
human attribute prediction, we make appropriate adaption
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probability that the given training sample x i belongs to class j ,
denoted as P j(i) , is calculated as:
(i)
Pj

Fig. 4. The architecture of our SHOE-CNN network. It consists of five
convolution layers and one fully-connected layers shared for all the attributes.
However, FC1 branches out T attribute-specific layers (T is the number of
semantic shoe attribute types) thus each attribute owns independent FC2 and
FC3 layers.

based on the AlexNet [14] by adding a tree-structure set
of fully-connected layers after FC1 layer to obtain attributesensitive features. Our network contains five convolutional
layers and one fully-connected layer with shared parameters
for all the attributes, while the last two fully-connected layers
are not shared. For each attribute, its last fully-connected
layer branches out several units, according to the number of
potential sub-class attributes values. For example, the
part-aware attribute “toe shape” takes 4 values so its specific fully-connected layers branches out 4 units, indicating
the probabilities of having the corresponding attribute value.
We adopt such a structure because different attribute predictions require different features for prediction; for example,
detecting whether the toe shape or the heel shape of a
particular shoe requires different features.
2) Loss Function: Our attributes mostly belong to the multiclass attribute type (i.e., take multiple real values), so we
use the multi-class softmax loss function. Here we take one
attribute ai as an example and the rest attributes follow
the same procedure. Assume the training set contains N
images x i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} with yi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K } as the
corresponding attribute labels, where K is the number of
values for the specified attribute ai . In the standard CNN,
the loss function is minimized in order to maximize the
posterior probability for the ground truth class label of the
given training sample. For the proposed subordinate attribute,
the K values can be further merged into M distinct values. For
the toe shape attribute, it originally consists of four attribute
values (K = 4), corresponding to “Square Toe”, “Round Toe”,
“Pointy Toe” and “Peep Toe”. Because the appearances of
the first three sub-class attributes obviously have physicallyclosed toe structure, we consider them to be semantically
close and term them as one subordinate attribute (SA1 in
Fig. 2(a)). Meanwhile, the peep toe has an open shape thus
we term it as another subordinate attribute (SA2 in Fig. 2(a)).
Therefore, as to the toe shape attribute, the previous four
semantic attribute values (K = 4) are further clustered as
two subordinate attribute classes (M = 2). Our key idea is to
penalize the mismatching between subordinate attributes by a
larger weight, so that the misclassification between “Round
Toe” and “Peep Toe” is imposed with larger penalty than
(i)
that between “Round Toe” and “Pointy Toe”. Let h j ( j =
{1, 2, . . . , K }) indicate the activation value of the node j
from the last fully-connected layer (FC3) in Fig. 4, then the

exp(h (i)
j )

= K

(i)
g=1 exp(h g )

.

(1)

Given the probability of the softmax loss layer P j(i) , the cost
function to be minimized becomes

 N K
1 
(i)
J0 = −
δ(y (i) = j ) log P j ,
(2)
N
i=1 j =1

where δ is an indicator function. The basic idea behind the loss
function is that the prediction error for each class is treated
equally. However, in our case, the classification error made
within each subordinate attribute cluster is smaller than the
errors between clusters. Thus, the penalty between subordinate
class should be larger than the misclassification made within
subordinate attribute class. As mentioned above, the sub-class
attribute values can be further categorized into subordinate
attribute classes by merging the semantically close attribute
values into large clusters. Here assume that we have the K
attribute values which can be further categorized into M subordinate attribute classes. Let {G1 , G2 , . . . , G M } represent M
semantically-close clusters, where M is the number of subordinate attribute classes (clusters). Here Gt (t = {1, 2, . . . , M})
is a real-valued set containing the attribute values in the t-th
cluster. The proposed loss function based on the property of
subordinate attribute is formulated as:
J = J0 + J1 ,

(3)

with
J1 = −

 N 
1 
λ
δ (y (i) = j ) log PG(i)1
N
i=1
j ∈G1

(i)
+
δ (y (i) = j ) log PG2 . . .
j ∈G2

+



j ∈G M

δ (y

(i)


= j ) log PG M . (4)
(i)

From Eq. 4 we can see that the probability for the same cluster is shared. The probability of a given sample x i belonging
to the cluster Gt is denoted as below:
 (i)
Pj ,
(5)
PGt =
j ∈Gt

where λ is a regularization parameter controlling the balance
between the original loss term J0 and the subordinate attribute
classification term J1 . As we can see if we set λ as a small
values, then the subordinate classification loss term makes
slight contribution; otherwise, the effect of sub-class partition
is very weak. We set λ as 2 in our experiments based on the
validation data.
The partial derivatives of the new loss term J1 with respect
(i)
to the output of the last fully-connected layer (h j ; j =
{1, 2, . . . , K }) is computed and the back-propagation is
applied to optimize the parameters for the network.
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The partial derivatives of J0 is provided in the literature [50],
as demonstrated in Eq. 6.


∂ J0
1
(i)
(i)
=
−
δ(y
=
j
)
,
(6)
P
j
N
∂h (i)
j

Our focus is then to obtain the derivatives of the second term
J1 with respect to the output of the last fully-connected layer.
Different from the partial derivative obtained with respect to
the original softmax loss function J0 , the partial derivative of
the term J1 with respect to the activation value of FC3 layer
is different according to the different input. Assume that
y (i) ∈ Gt , the deduction procedure of loss J is shown
below:


∂J
1
(i)
(i)
(λ
+
1)P
=
−
δ(y
=
j
)
,
(7)
j
(i)
N
∂h j ∈Gt
and


  (i)
Pj
1
(i)
(i)
(i)
=
−
P
−
δ(y
=
j
)
+
P
−λ
j
j
N
PGt
∂h (i)
j ∈Gt




1
λ
(i)
=
(8)
− δ(y (i) = j ) .
Pj λ + 1 −
N
PGt
∂J

Then the generalized partial derivatives of Eq. 3 is further
formulated as:



1
∂J
(i)
(i)
=
δ( j ∈ Gt ) (λ + 1)P j − δ(y = j )
N
∂h (i)
j


λ
(i)
(i)
+ δ( j ∈ Gt ) (λ + 1 −
)P − δ(y = j ) .
PGt j
(9)
B. Three-Level Feature Representations for Shoes
To address the challenges of scale variation and background
clutter, we design a three-level feature representation for shoe
images. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the features are a combination of SHOE-CNN activated deep features from the whole
image (Level 1), the top-3 scored region proposals (Level 2)
with large likelihood to contain the shoe, and the fine-grained
local part patches detected by DPM (Level 3). Obtaining the
first and third level features are straightforward, so we focus on
introducing our proposed region proposal selection approach
for second level representation.
The goal of generating object region proposals is to produce
a set of candidate windows for the subsequent detection
process [51]. The initially generated region proposals contain a large number of low-quality candidate boxes, with
low Intersection-Over-Union (IoU) scores for the annotated
object. IoU is calculated by the intersection of the candidate
bounding boxes with the ground truth box divided by the
union of them. Thus, it is essential to develop a ranking
strategy to rank the list of produced region proposals and
determine the location of the object based on the top-ranked
candidate boxes. We integrate three criteria for evaluating the
quality of the region proposals: 1) the CNN probability score,
2) the confidence scores produced by EdgeBox, and 3) DPM
detection score are employed.

1) Confidence Score by EdgeBox: We adopt the Edgebox [51] algorithm to generate the initial region proposals for the subsequent proposal selection procedure.
The confidence score returned by EdgeBox is denoted
as e.
2) Probability Score of CNN Model: We use deep CNN
as a binary classifier to differentiate whether an image
patch belongs to the foreground or the background. The
activation of the softmax layer is extracted to encode the
probability of the region proposal being a shoe region,
denoted as c.
3) Confidence Score of DPM: With the ground truth
box provided in the training stage, a deformable part
model (DPM) model is learned to detect the location of
the shoe. The DPM returns a quality score computing
the overlap of its detection bounding box with the region
proposals, denoted as d.
After obtaining the three types of scores e, c, and d,
we apply rankSVM [52] to learn the weights balancing the
contributions of these three scores, and then the object proposals are ranked according to the combined score. The details
are as follows:
For a query image in the street domain, we first measure the
IoU score of each candidate region proposal with the annotated
shoe. Let u i denote the IoU score of the i -th region proposal,
which is represented as a vector hi ∈ R3 by concatenating
ei , ci and di . Thus an image can be considered as the bag
of confidence feature H = [h1 , h2 , . . . , h P ]. As rankSVM
is based on pairwise comparison, the generated P region
proposals (generated by each image) have P × (P − 1)/2
pairs. Among them, we randomly sample M pairs of region
proposals denoted as O = {(sk , tk ), k = {1, 2, . . . , M}} and
calculate their pairwise relevance label T (sk , tk ). We define
T (sk , tk ) = 1 if u sk > u tk ; otherwise, T (sk , tk ) = −1.
With the supervised pairwise information, our goal is to
learn a ranking function f (h) = w h which predicts a score
for each region proposal h. Moreover, the function f (·) is
capable of estimating the relevant relationship between data
pairs with the following constraint:
∀u sk > u tk : f (hsk ) > f (htk ),

(10)

Then the rankSVM model is built by minimizing the objective function:
1
w2 + C
2



l(w hsk − w htk ).

(11)

(sk ,tk )∈O

where l is a loss function with the form l(t) = max(0, 1 − t)
and C is the trade-off parameter. The learnt w indicates
the relative importance of the confidence scores from three
conventional detection models mentioned above. The final
concatenated quality score for each image is denoted as
J = w H = w [h1 , h2 , . . . , h P ], where J is P-dimensional
vector, with each element indicating the quality score for
its corresponding region proposal. The top-3 scored region
proposals are chosen as the final detection results. Fig. 5
illustrates the region proposal selection results.
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Fig. 5. The 1st column pictures indicate the query real-world shoe photos and the rightmost three columns illustrate the top-3 region proposals selected by
our proposed method. The middle part shows the initial coarse region proposals generated by the EdgeBox algorithm [51], and the top-3 scored candidates
are highlighted in green.

C. Deep Features Activated From Three-Level SHOE-CNN
The feature representation for shoes is composed of
SHOE-CNN activated features from the above mentioned three
scale levels. The deep features activated from FC1 layer is
supposed to convey the overall content of the image, however
it fails to describe the appearance of local image patches.
To overcome its lack of spatial information, we integrate the
Conv5 feature and the FC1 feature to describe the appearance
of the image in both global and local aspects.
Given an input image, the image is first resized to a fixed
size defined by AlexNet and fed forward to the network. The
features are extracted from the last convolutional layer (Conv5)
and we apply the 2-level pyramid mean-pooling [20]
(2 × 2, 1 × 1) on the Conv5 feature map with the size (6 × 6).
Two feature outputs are generated with the size, which are
equal to 2 × 2 × 256 = 1024 and 1 × 1 × 256 = 256,
respectively. Eventually, we obtain a 1024 + 256 =
1280-dimensional Conv5 layer feature representation after
spatial pyramid pooling (SPP). The deep feature based representation for an image is obtained by combining the activated
features from the FC1 layer and the Conv5 layer, thus generating a feature vector with dimension of 1280 + 4096 = 5376.
The final feature representation for shoes consists of
the visual feature-based representation from three levels,
so the resulting feature has a dimension of 5376 + 5376 +
1024 = 11776, which is further reduced to 1024-D. Therefore, each query image is described by a 1024-D feature vector
after L2 normalization.
D. Similarity Metric Learning
Although the cosine similarity is a popular metric to evaluate the relevance between the query and reference images
in the content-based image retrieval, it is not well-suited for
the cross-domain shoe retrieval problem because the cosine
similarity between low-level visual feature vectors cannot
reflect semantic relevance of the pictures from two domains.
To evaluate the similarities between images from different domains, we use metric learning to learn the similarity

measure by the image triplets. An image triplet typically
consists of one reference image and another two photos, with
one similar to the reference image in terms of category-level
label or instance-level object ID label (also indicated as the
relevant class) and the other one shares a different label with
the reference (indicated as the irrelevant class). In our case,
each shoe image is associated with a unique product ID. Thus
we can employ the shoe ID label to identify the relevant and
irrelevant class indicated as positive and negative samples.
With the available triplet-based side information, the OASIS
algorithm [25] is utilized to evaluate the similarity between
pairs of shoes on top of the SHOE-CNN activated deep
features. We choose to use OASIS because it is the stateof-the-art approach [53] for learning the semantic similarity,
which employs the large margin criterion that enables fast
training convergence [25] without degrading the performance.
To make this paper self-contained, we briefly introduce how
OASIS algorithm is applied to solve our problem. Given a
set of images denoted as P, each image can be represented
by a vector pi ∈ Rd , where d = 1024. We assume that for
each image pi , its relevant images sharing the same object ID
and the dissimilar object instances with a different ID number
can be represented as pi+ and pi− . With the triplets of
images ( pi , pi+ , pi− ), the core of similarity measurement task
is to learn a mapping function S for the similarity relevance
between relevant pairs ( pi , pi+ ) is larger than irrelevant pairs
( pi , pi− ). The similarity function S parameterized by W is
formulated as:
SW ( pi , p j ) = piT W p j ,

(12)

where pi ∈ Rd and p j ∈ Rd can be any two feature vectors
of images in the set P.
We choose pi as any sampled street domain images from
the image set, and both of the images pi+ and pi− are obtained
from the online shoe shop domain shoe pictures. In an image
triplet of shoes, ( pi , pi+ ) is the matched pairs, while ( pi , pi− )
is the un-matched pairs between the street domain and the
online product shoe photo domain. We need to minimize the
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Fig. 6. The Image collage from our complete dataset: Left picture demonstrates the images from the street domain and right picture shows the photos from
the online domain. Example corresponding images of exact the same pair of shoes from both domains are illustrated in close-up views. Each pair of shoes are
represented using three images from the street domain (highlighted in red boxes) and its counterpart online shoe images (highlighted in green boxes). Please
zoom-in the electronic version for better details.

distance of feature vectors of the same shoe from different
domains, so we define a loss function for each of the triplet
as
t
lW
( pi , pi+ , pi− ) = max{0, γ − SW ( pi , pi+ ) + SW ( pi , pi− )},

(13)
where γ is the margin constant. The loss function penalizes
the positive matched pairs that are far apart and dissimilar
unmatched pairs with close distance. Our goal is to minimize
a global loss L W that accumulates the hinge loss over all the
triplets in the training stage:

t
LW =
lW
( pi , pi+ , pi− ).
(14)
( pi , pi+ , pi− )∈P

Passive-Aggressive algorithm [54] provides a solution to minimize the loss over L W and obtain the optimized W.
Finally, for each query image qi ∈ Q, we calculate its
similarity score with the product shoe images in the reference
set and rank the images according to the similarity score.
We show the top-20 images in the retrieval list and expect that
the exact same shoes from the online-shop domain appear in
the top positions.
IV. DATASET C ONSTRUCTION
To the best of our knowledge, the UT Zappos50K [40] is the
only publicly available shoe image dataset. It consists of about
50,000 catalog images collected from Zappos,1 which covers
4 major categories. Their images are captured in the leftside viewpoint with the white background. This dataset cannot
be used directly for our cross-domain shoe retrieval problem,
1 https://www.zappos.com/

because 1) they do not provide sufficient corresponding images
from the street domain, and 2) they only provide 4 types
of attributes which are not enough to accurately describe
the appearances of shoes, and 3) the ground truth attribute
labels are provided in the form of relative attribute strength
comparison based on the image pairs (e.g., with respect to
the relative attribute “comfort”, shoe A is more comfortable
than shoe B). So we need to build a new dataset to train and
evaluate our cross-domain shoe retrieval system.
We collected 14341 daily shoe photos of about 5400 items
from the street domain and 12652 shoe pictures from the
online domain with fixed pose in the left side 45 degree
view and clean background. The images are crawled from
two large online shopping websites, Jingdong2 and Amazon.3
More specifically, with respect to the online domain images,
4907 images are obtained from Jingdong while the remaining are obtained from Amazon. For images from Jingdong,
each shoe item has several street domain photos and its
corresponding online shoe photos with clean background; for
images Amazon, they only provide 5-7 shoe images with white
background and we only take the one with left side 45 degree
view. The complete dataset 4 and example corresponding shoe
images from two different domains are illustrated using the
collage and close-up example images in Fig. 6.
The shoe photos from Jingdong are provided with finegrained attribute annotations, however, the images crawled
from Amazon don’t have such well-defined attributes. Our
attribute annotation is initialized from an automatic extraction
of the text descriptions next to the crawled images. We then
2 https://www.jd.com/
3 https://www.amazon.com/
4 Available for download at: https://sites.google.com/view/crossshoe/home
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TABLE I
E XAMPLE ATTRIBUTE VALUES IN O UR D ATASET. T HE N UMBERS IN
PARENTHESIS I NDICATE THE T OTAL N UMBER OF VALUES
FOR THE C ORRESPONDING ATTRIBUTE T YPES

manually re-touch the attributes using the following three
steps: 1) remove attribute types that are not visible from the
image such as materials of the sole and shoe inner material
types, etc; 2) re-annotate crucial attribute labels like heel type,
toe shape and color, etc; 3) merge the attribute values that are
semantically close and visually too difficult to differentiate,
for instance, “beige” and “ivory teeth” can be considered as
one attribute named “white”. Finally, we obtain 11 types of
semantic attributes with 120 values in total. The specified
attribute categories and their corresponding example attribute
values are shown in Table. I.
To facilitate the process of training and evaluating our
proposed region proposal selection model, a subset of shoe
images in our dataset (about 2000 daily shoe photos) are
annotated with bounding boxes. In the case of a pair of
shoes shown in the image, each single shoe is enclosed by
a bounding box. Therefore, to our knowledge extend, our
dataset is the first large-scale shoe image dataset providing
street domain and online domain matching image pairs with
semantic annotations.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Data Preparation and Implementation Details
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the representation for a query image
consists of SHOE-CNN activated features with images/patches
of three levels. In the following, we first introduce how we split
the data for training and evaluating the SHOE-CNN attribute
classification model. Then we mention about the data used for
training the corresponding models in generating the three-level
images/patches. The first level image is not referred, which is
the query image. Finally, the data used in the retrieval stage
is introduced.
We train a different SHOE-CNN attribute classification
model for each domain respectively because the appearance
of the shoe attribute shows more variance in the street domain
than in the online domain, due to the viewpoint change, etc.
For training the SHOE-CNN model in the street domain,
we generate about 22500 cropped images (top-3 scored region
proposals from 7500 daily photos) of about 2000 items using
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our proposed region proposal selection approach. The remaining 6841 images are used for attribute evaluation. While for
the SHOE-CNN training in the online domain, 1800 clean
shoe photos are fed forward to network for training and the
remaining images from Jingdong are used for evaluating the
attribute classification performance of the model in the online
domain. The number of training images is further increased to
28800 images after simple data augmentation technique like
cropping extracted from four corners and center of the image,
rotation as well as horizontal flipping.
The training and evaluation of the SHOE-CNN are conducted using the MatConvNet toolbox [50]. The convolutional layers of SHOE-CNN are initialized from the AlexNet
model [14]. For the tree-structured layers of SHOE-CNN,
the weights are initialized from zero-mean Gaussian
distribution. The learning rate is set to 0.001 and divided by
10 after 10 epoches. The batch size is set to 256 for each
epoch and the SHOE-CNN for both domains converge after
about 20 epoches.
The second level images (top-3 scored region proposals)
are obtained based on the confidence scores of three models
corresponding to EdgeBox [51], CNN detection model and
DPM detection model [12]. The RankSVM model is employed
to learn the weights. The training of each detection model and
the rankSVM are introduced below:
1) EdgeBox: The EdgeBox algorithm with default parameters [51] are used to generate P = 100 initial region
proposals and the confidence scores.
2) CNN Detection Model: We sample image patches randomly around the ground truth bounding box regions.
For the positive images, the cropping is done such that
IoU > 0.8. While the negative samples are cropped
with IoU < 0.2. Around 800 images are used in the
CNN detection model training phase. For each image,
50 positive and 80 negative cropped images are generated. Thus, we have about 40000 positive and
64000 negative training examples in total.
3) DPM Detection Model: The positive images are ground
truth of annotated shoe images and the negatives images
are sampled from the initially generated region proposals
with IoU < 0.2 with the ground truth of annotated
bounding boxes. About 500 positive shoe images and
2000 negative shoe images are sampled from our dataset,
with which we train a 5-component shoe model.
4) RankSVM Training: We randomly choose 200 shoe
images to generate the ordered pairs for weight learning.
About M = 2000 region proposal pairs are randomly
sampled for each shoe image. To evaluate the performance of region proposal selection, the rest shoe
images with annotated bounding box are used to evaluate
the region proposal selection performance. C is set to
0.001 based on the validation set.
For the retrieval experiment, the dataset is divided into two
parts. The first part is used for the similarity metric learning,
which contains about 5400 daily shoe photos (randomly sampled) and their counterpart online shoe images. The rest are
used to evaluate the retrieval performance, 5021 daily shoe
photos are used as the query with each one having the exact
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TABLE II
ATTRIBUTE P REDICTION OF THE P ROPOSED SHOE-CNN C OMPARED W ITH O THER A PPROACHES AND D IFFERENT S ETTINGS
OF S UBORDINATE ATTRIBUTES . (a) S TREET D OMAIN . (b) O NLINE D OMAIN .

same shoe in the reference set and the remaining online shoe
images are used as the reference gallery.
B. Evaluations of the Proposed System
1) Attribute Prediction Using SHOE-CNN: The attribute
prediction performance is evaluated based on the mean average
precision (MAP). Table. II and Table. II demonstrate the
results of each method in the street domain and online domain,
respectively. Here Chen et al [39] utilized the combination
of traditional golden features (e.g., SIFT, color in the LAB
space, etc) and CRF model for attribute prediction. Ozeki and
Okatani [55] and CNN are deep-based methods without incorporating the hierarchical properties of subordinate attribute in
the attribute prediction. On average the attribute prediction
using the SHOE-CNN (Ours) is 1.2% higher than the tradition
CNN in the street domain and about 1.4% higher in the online
domain, which demonstrate the effectiveness of subordinate
attributes. We find that the proposed SHOE-CNN with our
defined subordinate attributes (denoted as Ours in Table II)
outperform other compared methods in most of the attributes,
except the attribute like “Suitable Age” and “Types” in the
online domain, where the attribute prediction accuracy using
the simple CNN slightly outperforms SHOE-CNN. It is mostly
due to the data distribution is relatively biased in these two
categories of attributes. For example, for the attribute “Suitable
Age”, the number of images having the attribute value “Youth”
is about 9 times more than that of the second largest attribute
value “Middle Age”.
To further evaluate the effectiveness of the defined subordinate attribute, we vary the number of subordinate attribute M
(in Section III-A.2) for each part-aware multi-class attribute as

follows: 1) two subordinate attributes (M = 2): This is based
on whether the given image has a particular property or not.
For example, we just identify that the toe of the shoe is
open or closed rather than consider the specific shape of
it; and for the “Heel Shape”, we just consider whether the
sole is flat or not. In this way, all the part-aware multi-class
attributes are clustered into two SAs. 2) three subordinate
attributes (M = 3): For the above two subordinate attributes,
we further partition the larger SA subset into two SAs. Like
the “Toe Shape”, the original SA, composed of “Square Toe”,
“Round Toe” and “Pointy Toe”, can be further classified into
two SAs. One indicates the non-pointy toe, corresponding to
“Square Toe” and “Round Toe”; while the other SA refers to
“Pointy Toe”. 3) four subordinate attributes (M = 4): Both
the two SAs obtained from 1) are further partitioned, thus
the particular part-aware multi-class attribute is classified into
four SAs. The results shown in Table II demonstrate that our
definition of subordinate attributes outperform other settings of
subordinate attributes. The complete definition of subordinate
attribute groupings with different values of M as well as our
definition are provided in the supplementary material.
2) Evaluation of the Generality of the SHOE-CNN: We perform experiments using the clothing dataset [39] with semantic
attribute labels to evaluate the generality of the proposed SHOE-CNN. As our proposed SHOE-CNN takes the
semantically-close visual attribute into consideration, it is
specially applied to the multi-class attribute. Three multi-class
attribute types from [39] are used for evaluation, including “Neckline”, “Sleeves Length”, and “Category”. For the
attribute type such as “Neckline”, we consider “Round Neckline” and “V-Shape Neckline” as one SA and the rest as
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Fig. 7. Example retrieval results with top-8 returned shoe candidates. The correctly retrieved results with exactly the same shoe to the query are highlighted
in green.

TABLE III
C OMPARISON OF THE M ULTI -C LASS ATTRIBUTE P REDICTION
A CCURACY ON C LOTHING ATTRIBUTE D ATASET [39]

another SA. Table III demonstrates the comparison results,
and we can find that the proposed SHOE-CNN improves
consistently over the conventional CNN by 2.3% for each
of the three multi-class attributes. Moreover, the attribute
prediction accuracy by SHOE-CNN outperforms that using
traditional hand-crafted features by 3.3%, 3.4%, and 7.7%.
3) Shoe Region Proposal Selection: Based on the confidence scores from the three models and the learnt weights,
a list of ranked region proposals are generated. The detection
performance is calculated in terms of the IoU score between
the selected region proposals and the ground truth bounding
box. The top 3 region proposals for each shoe image are
kept for the following experiment. We use the DPM detection
and CNN detection as the baseline comparison to verify
the effectiveness of our proposed region proposal selection
scheme. From the results shown in Table. IV, it can be seen
that our proposed method improves about 20% with respect
to the original DPM detection and outperforms the CNN
detection by about 15%.
4) Cross-Domain Shoe Retrieval: To quantitatively evaluate
the effectiveness of the proposed SHOE-CNN and the discriminative multi-scale feature representation, we use several
techniques to generate different features and compare their

TABLE IV
S HOE D ETECTION P ERFORMANCE OF R EAL -W ORLD S HOE P HOTOS
C OMPARING W ITH T WO BASELINES : CNN D ETECTION
AND DPM D ETECTION

retrieval performances. The performance is evaluated in terms
of the top-K retrieval accuracy. If the top-K returned results
contain exactly the same shoe to the query item, then it is
considered as successful.
We compare our proposed method (Level 1 + Level 2 +
Level 3 feature (w/ SA) + PCA + Similarity Metric
Learning) with both the traditional state-of-the-art pipelines
and the deep learning based approaches. Two representative
instance retrieval approaches with traditional features are
used as baselines for comparison: 1) GIST feature [4] with
1024-dimension; 2) Dense SIFT feature followed by fisher
vector encoding (DSIFT + Fisher Vector) [13] with the
codebook size set as 64. The deep features extracted from
the pre-trained CNN network on the whole image are used
as a baseline to demonstrate the advantage of our proposed
SHOE-CNN over the conventional CNN architecture. We also
compare each level feature from SHOE-CNN (w/ SA) with
that extracted from fine-tuned CNN without SA (w/o SA).
The performance of multi-level deep feature representation
is compared to that with the features from different levels
individually. To further evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed system, we also compare it with a recent work on the
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TABLE V
T OP -K R ETRIEVAL A CCURACY OF O UR S YSTEM AND BASELINE R ESULTS

cross-domain product retrieval [49]. Note that all the baselines
except [49] utilize the cosine similarity as the metric.
Table V presents the results of our method and several baselines with different values of K . According to the experimental
results, the deep features has a large improvement over the
state-of-the-art traditional system utilizing DSIFT + Fisher
Vector. The deep features (w/ SA) extracted from SHOE-CNN
improve consistently over those without the subordinate
attribute (w/o SA). Specially, the Level 2 feature (w/ SA)
is better than Level 2 feature (w/o SA) by about 5.8%
(top-20 accuracy), which demonstrates the effectiveness of
the SHOE-CNN guided by the subordinate shoe attribute
learning. Moreover, the Level 2 (w/ SA) feature achieves
the best performance when compared to that with features
from the other two levels. The three-level feature with SA
has a large improvement over the best-performing singlelevel feature, Level 2 (w/ SA). By further integrating OASIS
similarity metric learning, the accuracy further improves about
12% (top-20 accuracy) by using cosine similarity with the
same feature. The top-30 retrieval accuracy of our proposed
algorithm almost achieves 73%. This is useful for the realworld retrieval scenario where the users are more interested
in the top-ranked results.
Finally, we show example retrieval results in Fig. 7. The
top three rows indicate the successful retrieval results while
the last two rows show the error cases. The results demonstrate
that our system is capable of handling images with human skin
like the second example, some challenging pose (e.g., the first
example), also the background clutter (e.g., the newspaper
beside the wedge shoes in the third row). From the failure
examples, we notice they are caused by large variation of
viewpoints (e.g., only the back view of the shoe appear in the
fourth row), and negative impact of skin. Also it is still difficult
for our proposed feature representation to capture the subtle
decoration details (e.g. the number of buckles in the query
image in the fifth row). Based on extensive observations of
our retrieval results, we find that in most cases we can achieve
promising performance on shoes which only occupy a small

Fig. 8. SHOE-CNN feature maps. Row 1 and 3: two examples of the daily
shoe photos (wedge and high-heel shoes). Row 2 and 4: corresponding activated feature maps from the pool5 layer for the whole query image (Level 1),
the top-scored region proposals (Level 2) referring to each single shoe of a
pair, and the local fine-grained patches (Level 3).

area of the query image and cluttered background; however,
we fail at the query images with large area of human skin
exposed.
To provide an intuitive understanding about what the
SHOE-CNN learns, Fig. 8 illustrates the activated feature maps
with different levels of query image as the input. It can be
seen that the feature maps for the whole image (Level 1)
show strong activations on the overall structure of the shoes
thus conveying the global information. For the feature maps
with the selected high-scored region proposals (Level 2) and
local parts (Level 3), generally they have strong activation
values on the semantic parts of the shoes that convey the local
appearances of the shoes and distinctive features (such as heel
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Fig. 9. (a) Detection performance with different numbers of selected region proposals. (b) Mean average attribute prediction accuracy with respect to different
values of λ. (c) Top-20 retrieval accuracy when we vary the parameter γ .

in the bottom row) for a unique type of shoes. Such learnt
multi-level feature representation benefits the SHOE-CNN in
describing both the global and local details of shoes.
5) Parameter Discussion: To further figure out the influence
of parameter settings to the performance of our system,
we evaluate the impact of the number of the selected region
proposals on the detection accuracy, different settings of
λ (Eq. 4) on the mean average attribute prediction accuracy,
and γ (Eq. 13) on the top-20 retrieval accuracy, respectively,
as shown in Fig. 9. Note that λ = 0 indicates the subordinate
attribute is not considered. Fig. 9(a) demonstrates that the
top-3 scored region proposals have the best detection performance compared to other values of the selected region
proposals. It can be seen from Fig. 9(b) that on average
incorporating the subordinate attribute improves attribute prediction accuracy. We notice that λ = 2 achieves the best
results. However, as λ further increases, the prediction accuracy begins to drop. It indicates that the common semantic
attribute prediction is also helpful to achieve good attribute
prediction results and we should balance that with the subordinate attribute prediction. As shown in Fig. 9(c), the metric
learning significantly boosts the retrieval performance
(as shown in Table V) and the best performance is achieved
with γ = 0.1.
6) Computational Complexity: The experiments of the proposed cross-domain shoe retrieval system are performed on a
PC with an Intel Xeon E5-2630 CPU with 6 cores, 96G RAM,
and a Tesla K40 GPU. For the shoe region proposal selection
part, the training for the CNN detection model takes about
3.5 hours and the DPM model costs about 2.2 hours; for
the shoe retrieval part, the training for SHOE-CNN takes
about 5.8 hours and 4 hours for the online domain and the
street domain, respectively. Given a query image, the proposed
region proposal selection algorithm returns the top-3 scored
high-quality region proposals in about 0.73s (Edgebox:
0.15s, DPM: 0.48s, CNN detection model: 0.1s); given the
top-3 scored region proposals, it costs about 0.26s for feature
extraction and shoe retrieval in our experiment.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We present a cross-domain shoe retrieval system which aims
at finding the exact same shoe image in online shops given
a daily life query image. The SHOE-CNN network with a

newly designed loss function by investigating the hierarchical
properties of shoe attributes is proposed to extract a three-level
feature representation for shoes. We show that our proposed
three-level feature representation with the SHOE-CNN activated deep feature outperforms other feature configurations.
Moreover, we also build a large-scale shoe image dataset
consisting of 14341 street domain and 12652 online domain
shoe images. Experiments carried on our dataset demonstrate
the effectiveness of our proposed retrieval system. Comparing
features extracted from pre-trained AlexNet, the accuracy of
our system improves over 40%.
There are still several directions for further improvements
for which we consider as our future work: 1) To be more
consistent with the real-world applications, we will expand our
dataset by crawling more images in our reference image set to
include shoe photos from different views; 2) The performance
of our retrieval system degrades when the human skin is
exposed, especially when the feet is partially wrapped by
shoes, such as the query shoe image in Fig. 3. Thus, we need
to develop a human skin detection and exclusion technique to
mitigate the negative effect of human skin without losing the
details of shoes.
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